ProCon Takes a Shot at Youth Violence

By: Tiffany

Hello there! If you are new here, you might want to subscribe to the RSS feed for updates on this topic.

One of gamers’ touchiest subjects has been added to a website that claims to give equal time to both sides: ProCon.org.

ProCon has given the topic of “Do violent video games contribute to youth violence?” its own page at http://videogames.procon.org. There, interested parties can read a list of pros and cons as well as read a complete background on the topic. Each tidbit of information is accompanied by a proper citation where readers can find the relevant information.

One part of the website allows its readers to voice their opinion. At the moment, only unclear and con statements (as in, “No, video games do not cause violence”) reader responses have been posted. In addition, videos and graphics are available illustrating the controversy.
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About Tiffany

I’ve been gaming for 20 years and writing about it (and various other things) for nine of them. How ya doin? Drop me a line (tiffany@gamingangels.com) or tweet at me (@kweenie) and I’ll get back to you.
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VoodooHack reporting in

Hi everyone!!!

Greetings and Salutations!

I'm a noob!

Zombie Killer - Michipoo18

Tiffany: Hey, guys! Don't know if you missed it, but thanks to Team GA, the news slider is back up!

Valynn: @Saiyu_Ashiya - Heck yeah it was foggy, it was very spooky..i'm so glad it's getting a bit warmer now!

Yukino: New screens for Nier, Kane & Lynch 2 and DOA Paradise on our Flickr!

Saiyu_Ashiya: It's foggy in Las Vegas! I've never seen fog before. It's like Silent Hill over here!

GamingAngel: Happy rainy monday!

Yukino: I think we added the mobile theme a month ago. Glad you like it! =)

KagoMegan: Is the mobile theme new? Cuz I remember it being great for Angel news on the go. 😊

KagoMegan: Aaah, thanks Yuki. 😊 Every site is different, so thanks for clarifying.

Cherith: Happy Friday everyone!!

GamingAngel: Hope you are all having a great day!